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ABSTRACT 
The paper opens with definitions of deconstruction, minimalism and abstrac-
tion, coming to the conclusion that deconstruction and minimalism, albeit in 
different ways, are aiming to define the structure and making of dress. The 
aim to find new expressions in deconstruction through abstraction. The meth-
ods do so by dealing with what already is, a shape, a seam, a pattern piece 
etc. The paper goes on examining new ways of using deconstruction and mini-
malism when investigating dress and fashion. By developing abstraction as a 
way of deconstructing, an object (folklore-jacket) is abstracted. By inves-
tigating its visual expression new ways of finding and  dealing with essen-
tial characteristics are developed, and in the result showing an abstracted 
representation of the original object. Different experiments with abstrac-
tion are coming to the conclusion that working with essential characteris-
tics as layers, instead of as single pieces, is an effective way of show-
ing the process of the abstraction in it self and the representation of the 
original (result of the abstraction). By using the copy - paste function in 
photoshop (CTRL+V) the layers are put togheter in collages as a representa-
tion of the original that are then by experimenting interpreted into gar-
ments. The result of the abstraction is a collection,The collection is re-
flecting the aim by investigating the different visual aspects separatly and 
togheter in garments and outfits, partly answering the question why is folk-
lore beautiful? It does so by looking at visual aspects of form, color and 
surface and could be further discussed. 

KEYWORDS abstraction, deconstruction, minimalism, folklore
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BACKGROUND

As an introduction to my field of working I am going to introduce and describe the terms and meanings of decon-
struction, minimalism and abstraction.

DECONSTRUCTION
The definition in the Merriam Webster dictionary for deconstruction is “a theory used in the study of literature 
and philosophy saying that a piece of writing does not have just one meaning and that the meaning depends on 
the reader” (learnersdictionary: deconstruciton, 2013). The word “deconstruction” is a word game on the words 
de-struere (fr. brake down) and con-struere (fr. build up) (Thomassen, 2007). The activity is both braking down 
and building up a reality. For example, when cutting a fabric, you brake it down at the same time as you construct 
a garment . One of the central thesis within deconstruction is that every text (theory, act, design etc.) is holding a 
hidden part. By deconstructing the text one can find the hidden part that the text relies on. Deconstruction show 
how a text presents reality and analysis more or less hidden basic assumptions in the text. We do not notice the 
hidden part because we accept it as obvious, and therefore not see it as an essential for how we should under-
stand what it is describing. One way for the deconstructer to search for the hidden part is to put the text in a new 
context, for example by changing a word or move an object in time and space (Wikipedia: dekonstruktion, 2013). 
One way of working with deconstruction of products is reverse engineering, it is a technique were an existing 
product is taken apart in its components to analyze their function in detail with the aim to make a new device that 
does the same thing without using or simply duplicating the original. The term is pointing at that it is a reversed 
way of working than engineers usually do (Chikofsky, Cross H, 1990).

MINIMALISM
The definition of minimalism in the Merriam Webster dictionary is: “a style or technique (as in music, litera-
ture, or design) that is characterized by extreme spareness and simplicity”. At Wikipedia one can read about that 
“Minimalism describes movements in various forms of art and design, especially visual art and music, where the 
work is set out to expose the essence or identity of a subject through eliminating all non-essential forms, features 
or concepts. Minimalism is any design or style in which the simplest and fewest elements are used to create the 
maximum effect”. (Wikipedia: minimalism, 2013)

ABSTRACTION
Abstraction is the process of taking away or removing characteristics from something in order to reduce it to a set 
of essential characteristics. In the process of abstraction one hides all but the relevant data about an object in order 
to reduce complexity and increase efficiency. the object that remains is a representation of the original, with un-
wanted detail omitted. Abstraction indicates a departure from reality in depiction of imagery in art. This departure 
from accurate representation can be only slight, or it can be partial, or it can be complete (Wikipedia: abstraction, 
2013). In abstract art the process of abstraction is shown, “Abstract art uses a visual language of form, color and 
line to create a composition which may exist with a degree of independence from visual references in the world” 
(Arnheim, 1974). Abstract art is about showing alternative ways of describing visual experience than in a more 
traditional way based on the logic of perspective (Wikipedia: abstract art, 2013). 

DECONSTRUCTION AND MINIMALISM IN FASHION

In the book Minimalism and Fashion Amanda Haskins (2010, pp.105-107) writes an introduction and sum up 
over the origins and meaning of deconstruction in fashion. 

Since the early 1990s the collections of Martin Margiela, Helmut Lang, Hussein Chalayan, Miuccia Prada 
and Raf Simons have emphasized simplicity of shape and realistic form, focused on aesthetics over func-
tion, and employed repetitive structures and serial systems or progressions. These principles materialize 
in the designers interpretations of deconstruction fashion, defined by Barbara Vinken as the demonstration 
of constructedness. In  1993 the Late New York Times columnist Amy Spindler noted the origins of the 
deconstructed entity in the literary criticism of the french philosopher Jacques Derrida and cited the oxford 
English dictionary definition, the act of undoing the construction  of a thing (Haskins). 

In Deconstruction fashion: the making of unfinished decomposing and re-assembled clothes (1998, pp, 25-26)  
Alison Gill associated the term deconstruction in fashion with garments that are unfinished and transparent, she 



also emphasizes deconstruction in fashion as a mode of theoretical practice of Jacques Derrida's literature decon-
struction. Similarly used by architects, graphic designers and film- and multimedia makers.

Haskins compare deconstruction and minimalism, discussing how deconstruction in fashion with a minimalistic 
point of view is showing nothing but the necessary for the construction and function of a garment. 

approaching deconstruction through a minimal lens, the moniker encompasses the reduction and exposure 
of an objects fundamental designing order to highlight construction and rejects the intentional destruction 
or demolition of a garment through tearing or fraying the fabric or pattern or the restructuring of garments 
through misplaced or assembled component parts. The garments are unfinished with care for the traditional 
sewing techniques.

Like the minimalists of the 1960s the deconstructivist designers discussed here have created garments that 
concentrate on the specifics of form pattern and fabric rather than on the garments essential purpose as a 
body covering. Theses designers reveal the various elements and processes of dressmaking and reduce the 
pattern to its fundamental parts; the subject of each of these  designs is the garment itself. These designers 
have exposed interior elements and turned the inside outside, used transparent fabric and employed meth-
ods of layering or accumulating fabric to create garments that are diagrams of a construction process.

She continues 

The aforementioned designers concentrate on methodology that intentionally reveals the dress-
making process through the exposure of typically concealed elements of pattern cutting a reduc-
tion of garments to their basic, fundamental parts and an exploitation of transparency and repeti-
tion. Their counterparts in the realm of sculpture and installation similarly situate their objects 
in various stages breakdown reduction or transparency. The resulting deconstructers convey an  
intentional focus on their own constitutive elements and the evidence of their creation or process 
as a means to reveal themselves as bare minimal objects (Haskins, 2010).

Fig. 1-2 Examples on work by Martin Margiela and Helmut Lang



ABSTRACTION IN FASHION: DECONSTRUCTION, MINIMALISM AND ABSTRACTION

Haskins (2010, pp.105-107) argues for similarities in the approach of deconstruction and minimalism as designing 
methods. It is clear that these two techniques, albeit in different ways, are aiming to define the structure and mak-
ing of dress. The methods do so by dealing with what already is, a shape, a seam, a pattern piece etc. 

To look upon deconstruction through an abstract lens would be to define  essential characteristics of dress and use 
these specific characteristics to find a representation of the original. One could say that to abstract something is to 
start in the techniques of deconstruction and  develop this through abstraction to reach a minimalistic goal. The 
abstraction in fashion could be of a fabric, a garment, a fashion collection or of fashion itself.

APPLYING ABSTRACTION IN FASHION
In their Fall 2012 collection Comme des Garcons works with flatness in dress as a symbol for flatness in the 
fashion industry. (Blanks, 2012) But in this work there could  also be levels of deconstruction and examples of 
abstraction. When making archetype garments flat it is not done in a strict deconstructive way where for example 
the foundations of the construction of a garment is looked upon. It is rather the idea of a flat garment that is pre-
sented. This method to work with the idea of some things appearance is to work in an abstracted way since it, as 
in the Wikipedia definition for abstraction, is “taking away or removing characteristics from something in order 
to reduce it to a set of essential characteristics.” The essential characteristics is in this case a flat garment, and for 
example, not a flattened garment. (fig.3) Prints are handled the same way and shapes of deconstructed/ abstracted 
flowers are put together as decoration and shape for a garment. (fig.4)

Clemens Thornquist (2012, pp. 66) writes about Jil Sanders collection for SS/11 (fig.5-6)  “explores Sanders no-
tion of minimalism with respect to the contemporary field of fashion. It is a basic experimental work that exam-
ines, elaborates and proposes an alternative, expressive understanding of minimalism through the study of straight 
and sharp lines, contrasting colours and enlarged décors (Blanks et al., 2010)” (Thornquist, 2012) One could say 
that Sanders minimalistic take on garments makes an abstraction of basic elements in garments seen in fashion 
answering questions with ontological perspectives on dress, such as what is a garment? In search of the definition 
of dress (Thornquist, 2012).

These two design examples shows how abstraction is used effectively in works of deconstruction and minimal-
ism. However none of them are working with abstraction for its own sake but more as a already existing part of 
deconstruction and minimalism. This leads to the aim of this work where I want to investigate abstraction as a 
tool in the field of deconstruction and minimalism, to get new perspectives on the definition of dress. 

AIM

The aim is to find new expressions in deconstruction through abstraction. 



Fig. 3-4, Comme des Garcons

Fig. 5-6, Jil Sander



METHOD & DEVELOPMENT 

GENERAL ABOUT METHODOLOGHY 
There are several research methodologies. In art and design many may be different forms of experimentation 
(Thornquist, 2012). Wikipedia describes The Baconian Method, developed by Sir Francis Bacon in the 17th 
century, as a method of investigation. This method was influential upon the development of scientific method in 
modern science. Bacon suggests that reasoning using induction one can gradually generalize a finding based on 
collected  facts. (Wikiepdia: baconian method, 2013).
As a helping tool for this Bacon introduces what he calls the idols (false images) of the mind, these are a list of 
examples that can be obstructing the path of scientific reasoning. One example is the Idols of the cave, which can 
obstruct the scientific process because of individual's  personal weaknesses due to particular personalities . In 
fashion this could for example be obstructing the result in a collection or look of a garment due to personal likes 
or dislikes on how things look. Isaac Newton summarized the idea of the idols of the mind in his work Principa 
with the sentence “I do not make hypotheses”, meaning he base his science on using Bacon's technique of reason-
ing. 

The definition of research made by the AHRB (Arts & Humanities Research Council) states that “art and design 
research must advance knowledge, understanding and insight” Micheal Biggs  questions if artifacts in art and 
design in them self have the ability to embody knowledge and therefor answering scientific questions. His answer 
of this is that the interpretation of an artifact is a combination of “intrinsic and extrinsic factors and that in order 
to communicate effectively, control must be exercised over the extrinsic factors by providing a context.” Al tough 
this context is commonly achieved by words, this is due to the need for explanation and not due to the words 
themselves. It is therefore the content rather then the form of this context that is important. (Biggs, 2002)

Looking at this from a fashion point of view this could mean that a garment in itself cannot communicate an idea 
other then the intrinsic idea that it is a garment, but together with other garments in, for example, a fashion col-
lection, or extrinsic factors it can communicate an idea or knowledge. It could also suggest that a collection can 
not stand for itself but could need an other context to be placed in, this could for example be a fashion show, or 
together with text.

In the book Arranged Abstraction (Thornquist, 2012) Thornquist questions the terms and habit of thinking of 
science and art and the habit to divide theory and practice, “Such separatist though, whether from the sciences or 
from the arts, may be useful in everyday life and may even be necessary in primary school. Yet it should be put 
to question if the establishment of two epistemological systems will ever be constructive for the development of 
knowledge at large.” (2012, pp. 9) 

Thornquist traces the division of theory (science) and practice (craft/art) back to the translation of the Greek 
words (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/episteme-techne/ ) episteme and techne into knowledge and art/craft. 
“Translated like this, art is reduced to a tool or method for science, not science or knowledge in and for itself.” 
Thornquist then argues for an other way of looking at the terms episte and techne, refering to Euthydemus (Plato, 
1993) were “Socrates argues that what guides right use of materials in carpentry is the knowledge of carpentry”  
(Thornquist, 2012) This reasoning about art and science can be similar to ideas in Eva Brandt and Thomas Bind-
ers’s dissertation EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN RESEARCH: GENEALOGY – INTERVENTION – ARGUMENT 
where they state that the common look upon research for many triggers images of science-like experiments as 
they have been applied in user testing or human factors experiments. They mean that one should re-claim the 
experiment and install it in its more everyday meaning in the practice of design. (Brandt, E & Binder, T. (2007)
Clemens Thornquist’s book Pattern, Science and Art is “an examination of science and art from the perspective of 
making” (Thornquist, 2012). There could be that the idea of science and art depending on each other are revealed 
in short poems and comes to the conclusion that “what remain, as a possible difference between science and art, is 
dialectal, not formal.” (Thornquist, 2012)



“Assemblage

Montage 

Collage

Fromage”

(Thornquist, 2012)



SPECIFIC WORKING METHOD/  OBJECT TO OBJECTS

“In design and practice based design research experimentation is a common method of working. This kind of ex-
perimentation means primary to test and try through trial and error in order to construct examples (the outfits, gar-
ments) that demonstrate the expressional and functional potential of idea and its possibilities.” (Thornquist, 2012)

The method for this work is called Object to objects since the idea is to take one object (the Floda jacket) and 
through abstraction develop it into several objects (a collection) which are discussing the different aspects of 
visual expressions in the first object.

To do this, design research experimentation is conducted through sessions of trial and error as described in Pat-
tern: Science and Art (Thornquist, 2012). Using the ideas of Idols of the mind, as described by Bacon (Wikipedia: 
Baconian method, 2013) the work is trying to look upon the Floda jacket without false images created by emo-
tions but insted use Bacons’s method of resoning to create new expressions in folklore and in deconstruction. 

OBJECT FOR ABSTRACTION/ FOLKLORE JACKET
As noted above the aim for this work is to find new expressions in deconstruction through abstraction. To succeed 
in this something needs to be deconstructed through abstraction. As an object for this abstraction I have chosen a 
Swedish folklore jacket from Dala-Floda in the region of Dalarna. The Dala-Floda jacket (sv. Dala-Floda jackan) 
(from here on called the Floda jacket) is a strong example of the Swedish folklore costume tradition, the center-
piece in, the ones voted, most beautiful Swedish folklore costume. 

Object: the Floda-jacket (fig.7-8)
Essential characteristics: Visual expression seen through color, shape and surface 

WHY IS FOLKLORE BEAUTIFUL? 
Looking at folklore influences in fashion in general one can notice a lot of visual inspiration from folklore cos-
tumes, mostly used as exotic patterns, colors or as cultural influences. It is my intention to use the method of ab-
straction to find out why the Floda-jacket is beautiful, With the ideas of deconstruction and minimalism argue that 
taking apart the Floda-jacket in its essentials there will be hidden parts building the beauty of the Floda-jacket. 
I am going to combine methods from deconstruction, minimalism and abstraction to make an abstraction of the 
Floda-jacket. 

For folklore in general their could be important to now why it is beautiful, not depending on historical, cultural or 
hand craft aspects. I am going to examine the Floda-jacket in its essential visual expression. The first step in doing 
this is to look upon the Floda-jacket from the perspectives of layers of color, form and surface. (fig.9)

Fig. 7 illustration of the Floda jacket, and women wearing it



Fig. 8 The Floda jacket

(fig.9) Colour, Form and Surface



DEVELOPMENT 
FIRST STEP OF ABSTRACTION / VISUAL APERENNCE 

COLOUR
The most significant color of the Floda jacket is the color red, this color is broken up into the full spectra of red, 
including colors as pink, orange and red. The color red is also dealt with as the absence of red (gray and white)

FORM
The form of the Floda jacket is bulky, almost like a box, short waist and long sleeves, wide at the top and more 
narrow at the hand of the sleeve. The construction creates a significant fold at the front and back were the sleeve 
connects to the body.

SURFACE
The surface of the Floda jacket is red and covered in embroidery in the shape of flowers. The embroidery is made 
out of wool yarns in different colors, arranged in patterns (of flowers).

MATERIAL 
The Floda-jacket is made in wool dyed red. The embroidery is yarns made of wool. The buttons are metal.

The first step of the abstraction is now done, the Floda-jacket is taken apart (destructed) in its, for the visual ex-
pression, essential parts. 

In THE SECOND step the different parts are being examined separately and together to create a representation of 
the original (the Floda jacket as a collection). In the beginning of the development a quick sketched line up was 
made (fig.10), this line up was made as an illustration of the idea on how to arrange the different aspects of the 
Floda jacket. 
Through sessions of trial and error mostly the form and surface of the Floda-jacket were dealt with through differ-
ent experiments of which much result were rejected on the way. (fig. see pages ?-?) The results that were rejected 
were mostly ideas, solutions and different takes on how to realize the abstraction into a collection. Many of these 
ideas were interesting in their own way, but also for their own sake. The idea of working with deconstruction as 
abstraction were overwhelmed of new visually strong elements. However many useful materials, prints, solu-
tions for construction and even ideas for new collections came out during these experiments. Since the idea was 
to show both the abstracted result and the abstraction in itself in the collection (result), in the end a more focused 
method was needed and developed were the essentials of the abstraction (fig. 9) are examined in different combi-
nations with changing focus on the aspects of form, color and surface (fig.12).

(fig.10) Colour, Form and Surface in different abstracted combinations.



(fig.12) layers of Colour, Form and Surface turned into layers and put in collages 



Examples on first tryouts for abstraction, changing the Floda jacket in to blurr, pixels and geometry. (fig. 13-15)

fig. 13 blurr

fig. 14 pixels



fig. 15 geometry



Examples of sketches (fig. 16-18 )approching the abstraction of form and surface through a geometrical abstrac-
tion.
Prototypes in half scale and full scale from working with the geometrical approach. The geometrical approach of 
abstracting the form was rejected, even though it was interesting, it took away the attention from the main aim, 
the characteristics or layers of the Floda jacket.               

fig. 16-17) Sketch and halfscale experiment



fig. 18 Fullscale ecperiment



The form has been exaggerated (fig. 21) and the results reject several times to stay focused on the main aim and 
not remove the attention from the aspect of visual appearance, figure 19-20 show how the embroidery were bro-
ken down into yarns and then used to create form and the color red.

fig. 19 Sketch



fig. 20 Fullscale experiment of sketch in fig. 19

Fig. 21
Example on how shape and 
volume has been exagerated and 
rejected 



As a form for the more focused approach in the collage in figure 12 a lot of effort were put in to making a very 
basic Floda jacket pattern to get a more fair pattern to base the form on. Using the essentials in the visual expres-
sion of the form I created a short waist jacket with a low sleeve seam and bulky sleeves. The prototypes wear 
made in heavy coated fabrics and heavily fused wool felt, to create molded forms and nice looking folds. Every-
thing to put the attention to the form. (fig. 22-25)

fig. 22-23



fig. 23-25



Focusing on the collages in figure 12 a technique was developed working with the shapes created in the outlines 
of the Floda-jacket to create garments. Using fabrics with cutouts from other already made garments and block 
patterns garments were created as shown in figure 26-29.

fig. 26 

cutout from figure 12



fig. 26 -27



MATERIAL

The materials used in the collection is based on the materials in the real Floda jacket such as wool and wool yarns. 
As a result of experiments a collection of materials were collected. (fig.29) 

PRINTS

The surface of the Floda-jacket was handled in different ways. The first way of abstracting the embroidered 
surface of the jacket was to brake it down in to different sections of what it is, the embroidery consists of yarns in 
different colors arranged in patterns which creates the picture of flowers. This gave me the tufting method, (fig.20) 
which was an interesting way of dealing with the embroidery. However in the second version of the abstraction 
the embroidery was reduced to its visual basics as in the picture of flowers. 

This together with the idea of the three layers gave the idea to use transparent printed fabric to show a layer con-
sisting “only” of the flower pattern, to be placed on top of other layers or just plain on the body.   

A printing pattern for transfer print was made inspired by an old flower pattern from the same time as the Floda-
jacket. The origins of the pattern is a repeated pattern. In order to not put focus on the repetition and to make a 
new look or version of the old pattern an other version was made (fig. 31) Where the flowers are placed in a pat-
tern more randomly. This also gave the opportunity to work with the different single flowers in placed prints as in 
fig. 30. The printed layers were also handled in more distorted layers as an representation of the collages made in 
figure 12. 

Fig. 29

wool fused on synthetic felt  
 

wool   
 

transferprinted polyester

transferprinted polyester 
fused on wool

white painted canvas 
and wool

tuft



Fig. 30

Fig. 31



COMPOSITION 
The work of how to use the different aspects has been constantly changing in the same phase as the  
aspects on form, color and surface has been tried out and rejected in different ways. At first going in an 
overall very abstract blurred line up as in the first line up made.(fig.10) 

Realizing the blurred abstraction and other ways of dealing with the abstraction may take focus from 
the characteristic aspects and original layers in the first step of abstraction of the Floda jacket, an other 
line up was made (fig.32 ), dealing with the three aspects in a more close-to-home way. This line up was 
partly made in to full scale prototypes (fig.33 ) and then rejected because they ended up talking about 
folklore in general and not the layers, aspects or abstraction in the Floda jacket in particular.

Again an other line up was made, focusing harder on the three aspects of the Floda-jacket. (fig. 34)

The first result of this effort was partly rejected, ending up focused but so predictable it got boring to 
look at. (fig. 35) Finding an old  sketch were the characteristic aspects of the Floda-jacket was dealt with 
as collage layers (fig.12 ) a restyling was made using the parts of the finished outfits in a way trying to 
use the layers and putting focus on the characteristic aspects in a more dynamic less set-up way. (fig. 
36-40)

Fig. 32

Fig. 33



Fig. 34

Fig. 35

Fig. 36



First steps of re-styling, trying to 
make outfits more dynamic (fig 
37-40)



Getting closer to the final result, full 
attention were put in aiming for a result 
visually as close as possible to the col-
lage in figure 12. (fig. 41-44) working 
with what I had and adding new ma-
terials, painting and styling them in to 
layers



RESULTS 

Fig. 45 and 46 show the results presented during examination in relation to the collages from fig. 12. A few more 
changes were made for the final result, presented with start on next page, the dress in outfit 2 in this line was 
changed into a pair of high waist panties and the dress in outfit 6 in this line was changed into a similiar dress but 
more transparent. The resons for this was to make a stronger statement in those outfits. Both changes were made 
by revealing the body more and in this way also point out stronger the aspects in the outfits. After changing, outfit 
2 is now more about the shape of the jacket and outfit 6 is more about the layering of flowers. Outfit 2 at first be-
ing to old lady like and outfit 6 to unprecise. 

On following pages the final esult will be shown outfit by outfit.

Fig. 45

Fig. 46





RESULTS, OUTFIT 1
Jacket in grey wool fused with polyester felt

Panties in grey viscouse jersey

Headpiece in tufted wool yarns

wool 

viscouse

form



RESULTS, OUTFIT 1

Jacket with low cut sleevesetting and two seems to shape the 
sleeve. 

Grey painted metal zipper in front and raw hemlines in collar 

Panties in viscouse 



RESULTS, OUTFIT 2
Jacket in white painted wool 

Apron skirt in grey wool and transferprinted poly-
ester fused in layers on top

Shorts in white painted canvas under skirt

white painted wool 

white painted canvas

transferprinted polyester 
fused on wool



RESULTS, OUTFIT 2

Jacket with low cut sleevesetting 
and two seems to shape the sleeve. 

Metal zipper in front and raw hem-
lines in all edges

Shorts with zipper clos-
ing in side seam

Apron skirt with leather straps fastend with 
studs 

Apron skirt backside 



RESULTS, OUTFIT 3
Jacket red wool with transferprinted polyester fused 
on top

Skirt in transferprinted polyester

Headpiece in tufted wool yarns

transferprinted polyester 
fused on wool

transferprinted polyester



RESULTS, OUTFIT 3

Jacket with low cut sleevesetting 
and two seems to shape the sleeve. 

Metal zipper in front and raw hem-
lines in neckline

Skirt with elastic 
waistband



RESULTS, OUTFIT 4 Jacket in white painted wool with transferprinted 
polyester fused on top as placed print

Shorts in white painted canvas with transferprinted 
polyester fused on top in sideseams and as placed 
print

transferprinted polyester 
fused on wool

transferprinted polyester 
fused on white painted 
canvas



RESULTS, OUTFIT 4

Jacket with low cut sleevesetting and two seems to shape the 
sleeve. 

Metal zipper in front and raw hemlines in all edges 

Shorts with transferprinted polyester fused on to 
seam allowence, seam allowance turned to outside

Metal zipper in side seam



RESULTS, OUTFIT 5
Jacket in polyester with placed transferprints on 
chest and sleeves

Dress in transferprinted polyester fused with layers 
of the same, and with white canvas 

transferprinted polyester



RESULTS, OUTFIT 5

Jacket with low cut sleevesetting and two seems to shape the 
sleeve. 

Metal zipper in front 

Dress with assymetrical cut and metal 
zipper in back



RESULTS, OUTFIT 6
Jacket in red wool fused with synthetic felt 

Skirt tufted with wool and cotton yarns

wool

tuft



RESULTS, OUTFIT 6

Jacket with low cut sleevesetting and two seems to shape the 
sleeve. 

Metal zipper in front and raw edge in neckline 

Skirt with opening in sideseam 



RESULTS, OUTFIT 7
Jacket tufted with wool yarns

Apron skirt in red wool fused with transferprinted 
polyester on top. 

Underskirt in pink polyester 

Headpiece tufted in red wool

tuft

transferprinted polyester 
fused on wool

polyester



RESULTS, OUTFIT 7 Jacket with low cut slee-
vesetting and two seems to 
shape the sleeve. 

Hooks and loops in front

Apron skirt with leather 
straps fastend with studs 

Seam allowance turned to 
front

Apron skirt backside 

Skirt with elastic 
waistband



DISCUSSION & REFLECTION 

RESULT REFLECTED AGAINST AIM
Seeing the collection together, reflected against the aim of this work, (to find new expressions in deconstruction 
through abstraction) the result is pleasing in the way that it on a basic level shows that theories on abstraction 
works.  The result might be on a close step from the original and in that perspective not an extreme abstraction but 
an other step or several could take it even further to see a more clear abstracted picture. 

The idea could be further developed in the level of abstraction. Both a potential and a limitation in the method, is 
the definition of abstraction, as the process of taking away or removing characteristics from something in order to 
reduce it to a set of essential characteristics. This means that the visual expression of something, like in this work, 
is strongly influenced by the observer. It is the observers decision what is the essential character of the object. In 
this way anything focused on specific aspects would be abstraction. The result of this work contains transparent 
and garments with raw hemlines, by the way it looks, abstraction could then be the same as deconstruction (Gill, 
1998) or minimalism and this work could be called a deconstructivist work. 

The result suggest a practical take on the theoretical idea of an abstraction. Visually it could be seen as decon-
struction, which it is also part of. This is a result of making a focused but “short” abstraction. The visual result 
may not be what is commonly noticed as abstract. The abstraction is “short” in the terms that the Floda-jacket is 
divided in the three layers which then are worked with in collages in different variations which then has been the 
background and visual inspiration for design decisions. 

The first attempt to make the abstraction did not stop at working with the three first layers of abstraction. The lay-
ers where separately broken down into new layers and even more layers. This way of abstraction might be a more 
clear method of working and could be taken much further. In this work I chose to take a step back in the abstrac-
tion to keep focused on the aim, and keep focused on creating one collection reflecting this aim, and the result of 
the abstraction. 

RELEVANCE OF ABSTRACTING THE FLODA-JACKET
as a part of this work and as a tool to complete the aim I wanted to answer the question of “why is folklore beauti-
ful”. Swedish folklore can be a hard field to enter and many artists have tried to figure out what it is all about. It is 
clear that it has its own values in handcraft traditions both in terms of technical skills but also as historical objects. 
One obstacle in defining the beauty of Swedish folklore could be the emotional aspects of folklore attached to the 
vision of folklore. This includes other emotional values to the picture of folklore that can be disturbing. (at least 
for the abstraction made in this work, however there is vise to know that they exist.)

On the examination for this work a question was raised that somehow could prove  that an abstracted point of 
view examining what the expression in a folklore jacket exists of is valid for society in general, and for society in-
terested in folklore in particular, since it could be that society is  obstructed by the idea that the beauty in folklore 
needs cultural references. 

On the examination the act of removing all cultural/ historical aspects from the work was questioned. It was 
somehow upsetting that the aspect of hundreds of hours of work on the surface part of the Floda jacket (the 
embroidery) was completely not brought in to the abstraction of the Floda jacket. This indicates that this kind of 
added values in form of emotions coming from knowledge in how and where the jacket was made (and especially 
that it took a lot of time) is necessary for the idea of beauty in the Floda jacket. 

This gives an other dimension to the investigation made with the idea that the beauty lies in the visual aspects of 
the Floda jacket, the simple idea that it look beautiful and to answer this question it could be vise to look upon 
the Floda jacket in the same simple way and just deal with the object for what it is without emotions, historical or 
cultural references. 

Suggesting that by deconstruction in an abstracted way could be a way of answering this question. 

ABSTRACTION AND DECONSTRUCTION 
The work succeed somehow in developing deconstruction through abstraction, but maybe the visual result of the 
work is not convincingly showing a new visual expression in deconstruction, or perhaps only partly. Coming from 



the use of transforming the picture of the object in to new pictures of the object and start of working in them. 

The first steps of the process could show that the idea of working with deconstruction as abstraction is a way to 
find new expressions in deconstruction. The idea of breaking down objects in elements depending on specific 
aspects and searching what the object consists of fast developed new visually strong elements. Even though many 
of them were not used in the end it shows that the method worked. 
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